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For 360,000 and counting NFT owners, NFT Scribe increases the fun, community impact,
brand recognition, and market value of their favorite NFTs.

Summary:  The primary function of NFT Scribe is to add value and utility to every NFT
project as it is used out in the world. This is achieved by adding XP to your NFT and
leveling it up by using compatible apps and games! Developers integrating with NFT
Scribe generate revenue via inscription fees for metadata sent from their games. With
NFT Scribe, project founders can provide level-based perks to their NFT holders,
enabling them to extend their roadmap, create events with high engagement, and
provide extras for true fans. NFT Scribe also creates additional discoverability and
revenue for developer’s Web3 games and apps.

Problem: Many NFT projects lose momentum later in their roadmap, leaving holders
with NFTs they like, but don’t hold market value relative to others in the collection. When
users champion the brand by using their NFT as a profile picture, they are not rewarded.
NFTs are not made for portability across apps/games, and lack usable metadata aside
from visual traits. Therefore developers have no common point of reference to be able
to use those NFTs, and are ultimately unable to return them to the blockchain with any
evidence of accumulated experience, events, or achievements completed by the holder.

Solution: NFT Scribe attaches metadata, like XP, to an NFT. Apps and games are able to
submit reports of activities the NFT was party to, with a suggestion of experience to add
to the NFT (and by proxy, the holder). The user chooses to inscribe these stats and
make them permanent on the NFT, which stays with it from owner to owner. Inscription
costs a small fee which is shared with the app developer. Developers and Project
owners can use these stats to provide increased perks to the holder. The user can Level
Up their NFT and collect achievements/events/titles with it to make it more valuable
than others in the same collection. This adds a gamified competitive aspect within a
project and across the entire space of NFT collection activity.

Getting started: A user starts by connecting their Twitter account and Web3 wallet to
the NFT Scribe web app. This allows the app to view the user’s NFT holdings and to
unlock NFTs for inscribing. No smart contract interaction is required. Any eligible
activity the user performs while using those NFTs as their PFP on Twitter (Spaces) or
supported apps and games is rewarded. XP and stats are submitted and displayed as



“Unassigned XP” on the user dashboard. They can then choose to Inscribe that XP onto
their NFT by paying a small fee. If they “Level Up” while doing so, the NFT Community is
alerted via Twitter/Discord Webhook for engagement of both the NFT project and NFT
Scribe..

Internal quote: “In a world where NFT PFP projects are getting minted with no utility
every day, NFT Scribe gives every holder the chance to gain XP and perks simply by
wearing their NFT and being active in the Metaverse and other NFT-friendly spaces. It’s
also an entirely new way for a developer to earn revenue based on the tangible benefits
their app or game provides.”

Customer Quote(s):
"NFT Scribe does something I've been taught since I was a child: It helps everyone
around me, who may not be able to do it themselves. It gives value to my otherwise
worthless rugged NFTs."

“With NFT Scribe, the time I spend on Twitter Spaces and in games is rewarded, which I
can use to get access to other things in NFT communities, not to mention show off my
super high level. It makes me feel good, like I’m building value in my NFT no matter what
happens to any others in the collection. And maybe someday it will sell for higher
because I have so many epic experiences with it!”

"This gives my NFTs a lot more value, because now I can have fun leveling up while
being on socials with friends. I'm still #1, but my friends are closing in!"

Call to Action: Sign up at https://nftscribe.io. Unlock the NFTs you want to manage, use
the supported apps and games, and return to NFT Scribe from time to time to level up!
Follow the @nftscribeio account on Twitter for updates!

FAQ
Q: Does this put my NFTs at risk?
A: There is no smart contract interaction of any kind. When you Connect your Wallet, it’s
just giving us the ability to use the blockchain to look for NFTs you hold.

Q: Are other social media platforms besides Twitter supported?
A: Integrations with Facebook, Instagram, Discord, and other platforms are planned.

https://nftscribe.io


Q: What blockchains does NFT Scribe use to find NFTs?
A: Any blockchain which can view holder NFTs based on a wallet address can be
integrated. ETH is online and available now, followed soon by Solana and Polygon.

Q: Does OpenSea support NFT Scribe?
A: We will work with all major marketplaces to begin their support of NFT Scribe’s
premium stats solution. It’s in their best interest to do so, as it increases the value of
their offerings by increasing the value and volume of NFTs being traded..

Q: How can I get XP?
A: You earn XP by using your NFT as a PFP in Twitter or other compatible apps/games.
Lots of other options like Discord, etc, are being built out.

Q: How can I get XP on Twitter Spaces?
A: You can earn XP by participating in Twitter Spaces as a Host, Co-Host, or Speaker.
You can also earn XP by Retweeting or Quote Retweeting a Pinned Tweet from a Space
that’s being monitored. To make sure a space is monitored, add “Scribe” to the title of
the Space, or do a DM Invite from within the Space to the @nftscribeio account.  More
options will become available as they are integrated.

Q: Do I have to be logged in to gain XP?
A: You do not need to be logged in or have your wallet connected to gain XP. That’s only
used to view your NFT collection and allow you to perform actions on the site. From
then on, any managed NFT earns XP/Collects data automatically, you can come back to
the site any time you like. Feel free to disconnect/log out for your peace of mind.

Q: How much does it cost?
A: It is free to sign up to manage your NFTs. You pay a small fee (as low as $0.02) to
Inscribe (i.e. make permanent) your XP onto your NFT. The fee is based on the app
you’re using. Some apps’ XP and achievements cost more than others.

Q: How is the fee paid?
A: NFT Scribe will support $SOL (Solana), and perhaps its own token in the near future.
You’ll “check out” using your Phantom wallet, like any other web3 transaction. When the
transaction is complete, your inscription is completed!

Q: What do levels mean?
A: Levels are a measure of how much a specific NFT was used in NFTScribe-enabled
apps to show user accomplishment and success, all of which create additional value.



Keep in mind, value is subjective! What is a Level 1 Bored Ape worth vs a Level 100
Bored Ape previously owned by Elon Musk and used to kill 1,000 Goblins? These
elements of history and epic use are what NFT Scribe seeks to capture and add to your
NFT.

Q: How can a game use my XP/Stats/Level?
A: A game can view your NFTs stats and choose to give you a higher starting bonus for
being a higher level, for example.

Q: How can NFT Communities benefit?
A: Community leaders can see who’s out championing their brand, create contests
based on level, give access to special perks, or reward community members for sharing
Tweets/increasing their brand awareness. It also creates a competitive atmosphere
which encourages holders to wear their NFT everywhere. This has a massive impact on
those who see this in action, a large group of people wearing the same project causes
an increase in project awareness, thereby potentially increasing sales and activity on the
secondary market.

Q: How can Developers use NFT Scribe?
A: Developers get an API key and begin to send in metadata for your NFT from their app
or game. Users will see all of these events in “buckets” and can choose exactly what
they want to inscribe. This, in some cases, will help reduce the development load by
using NFTScribe as the progress tracking system instead of writing their own.

Q: How much XP can Apps or Games send in?
A: NFT Scribe stakeholders decide on how much XP is appropriate for different
activities performed, and ensure that XP and other shared stats remain premium. In
general, the app will send in a suggestion for an XP reward on a scale i.e. 1 to 5. NFT
Scribe will then look up the appropriate reward, consider any other bonuses the user or
platform is entitled to at that moment, and reward the XP.

Q: What if an app sends in too much XP and devalues the system for others?
A: If someone attempts to game/automate the ecosystem (a developer or user), any XP
sent from the offending app or game will be nullified, with no refunds on inscription
fees. Shared stats like XP are monitored for unusual activity. A bounty system will be
put in place to reward those who help to find bad actors.



Q: Do Twitter users need Twitter Blue or iOS to use NFT Scribe?
A: No. If their PFP is an exact match for an NFT they hold, it should work fine across
platforms and does not take Twitter Blue status into account at all.

Q: What kinds of apps or games can integrate with NFT Scribe?
A: Any kind of app which makes use of a profile picture, posting of pictures, or
represents the user ingame (in a score/health display for example) can make great use
of NFT Scribe. Integration is performed via a simple server-side API-KEY bound web
call. Ultimately, any developer who is creative can build their app or game to use NFT
Scribe data in any way they choose.

Q: How can Developers monetize with NFT Scribe?
A: They design and submit stats and achievements to NFT Scribe to be aggregated and
inscribed. Some stats, like XP (Experience Points), are shared across apps and games
and are considered Premium. Costs for XP aggregation are based on how often the app
or game submits XP to NFT Scribe, the lowest cost being around $0.001. When the user
chooses to inscribe these stats to their NFT, they pay the aggregate cost-typically a few
pennies or dollars depending on how much has accumulated. This inscribe cost is split
with the developer. It represents a new impactful way to monetize based on tangible
value provided to the user.
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